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NEW MEXICO LOBO

P11.g1t Four

PHONE 197

LIBERTY CAFE

for

THE HOME OF

Your Drug Wants
We Deliver
Watch our Week End
Specials

GOOD EATS
We Serve Turkey and
Chicken Dirmers

WANSER'S

75c

'W'hen ii!s a· rainy

lOS WEST CENTRAL

Phone 358

WHITMAN'S

night-and with three crafty
bridge players your luck·
is running wild

A nit

Miss Saylor's
Chocolates
· And'

Let Fudge
Briggs Pharmacy
400 West Central

-have a Camel!

Lobos Beat
Arizona

•

(Continued frcm Pa.ge
Sacks, g
. . . . . . . . .. .. 2
Wilson, g ... , ..•. , .•. ,· . 0
Quintana, f ............. 1
Bryce, f ................ 0
Black, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. 0
Gerhardt, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0

0
0
0
0
0
0

2
2
1
1
0
0

Totals ............ 6 10 15
Referee: McKay.
New Mexico (40)
FG FT. PF
0
1
Hammond, f . .. . . .. .. .. . 4
1
1
Long, f ................ 4
1
0
Mulcahy, c • .. .. . . .. • . .. 7
0
0
Sacks, g ................ 1
0
0
Wilson, g ............... 1
0
0
Renfro, f ............... 0
0
0
Quintana, f . . .. • • • .. . .. • 1
0
0
Gerhardt, f . . . . • . . . . • . . • 0
0
0
Briscoe, c .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 0
0
0
Reardon, c .. . . .. . . • . • .. . 0
0
0
Black, g ................ 1
0
0
Tully, g , ............... 0

0
0

Bryce, g ••...••••••••••• 0

Stubbs, g .............. 0

0
0

2
2
Totals ............ 19
Arizona (15)
FG FT PF
Drachman, f ............ 4
1
1

SOFT WATER

LAUNDRY
Satisfaction

MILNER STUDIO
PHOTOGRAPHERS
Friendship's Perfect Gift
YOUR Photograph
Phone 923
313Y, ~ra\

QUALITY
SERVIC:E
COTY & HOUBIGANT
PERFUMES

106

~.:_Second

Street

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.

~

Roland Sauer & Co.
Our fligl•ed w;Jtr, if )'~u
do not. yet /mow Camel
qmdit)', i1 that )'Oil .fry
thrm. lYe in'Yile )'OU lo
..:omptJre CtJtnd1 wilh

cmy t;igart!lle made al

price.
Reynolds Tobocco
Company
dtJ)'

R.

J,

HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK
Men's Suits Cleaned and
Preaaed

50 CENTS

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.

@ 192Ci

Phones 147 and 148
Miller, f . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 1
0
Marsh, g ............... 0
0
Gibbings, g .. .. .. .. .. .. . 0 , 0
Butts, f-g .............. 0
0
Lester, f .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. • 0
0
Crouch, g .............. 0
0
Totals ............ 7
Referee: Ream.

1
2

1
0
0

1

0

5

Stacks Installed
in New Library

See
Varaity Shop, Agent
Phone 177

•

It is planned to move the furniture
from the Administration Building at the
earliest possible date.

The new steel stacks arc being inAll of the important work on the
stalled in the library building by a man building has been finished, and there
who expects to finish the job in about remains only the finishing touches to

I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc,

~be~m~a~d~e~.::::::::::::::::::::::~~P~I~Io~n~e~7~5~8~~1~1~3-~1~1~5~V1~.~G~ol~d~A~v~~~

six weeks, repotts Registrar Bowman. {

These Clothes embody everything new for
Spring in design and newer colors of woolens
and faultless tailoring. ·

$30.00 AND

$35~00

I

'"'"Meet MeAt Matsons n
PENNANTS- EVERSHARP PENCILS
FOUNTAIN PENS
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

Murcshaum and Biscuit Tans ·
Have the Call

TAXI
PHONE

Due to our Modern Merchandise Methods, we are able to
show you Suits for $30.00 and $35.00 that sell for $40.00
and $45.00 elsewhere.
If we suggest today you will insist tomorrow for
CLU~ CLOTHES

2000

I

SPITZMESSER CLOTHIER

ALL CLOSED CARS

I

Phone 781

103 West Central

SUNSHINE THEATRE
Perfectly Ventilated - Pipe Organ
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY

I!

New Arrivals of

Bostonians College
SHOES

POCKET KNIVES
Imported and Domestic
Pocket Knives of all
sizes, designs and fin·
ishes. See our line of
FAMOUS STAINLESS
POCKET KNIVES

for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
New :Mexico's
Leading Shoo Store

. PARIS
SHOE STORE

Raabe & Mauger
ut alld Copper
I

Phone 305

0

.Y.M.C.A.

Phon~~

•

P

ASTIME
NOW SHOWING

FRIDAY and SATURDAY

Laura La Plante
The Teaser

With Pat O'Malley
Also a two-part Comedy,
''Cold Turkey"

. . . ' "' ..-··~~'

. ·j··"~a~ronize
1
O~r

····1.-.·~~y:r~ia~r,~ .··
+!·--··~··-:-··--·-·+~
•·•''
,.

Patronize

NEW MEXICO LOBO
'

'

PUBLISHED BY THE SWDENTS

: VOLU.ME;. XXVIII

interest Rises
High in Mirage
.... · .B,eauty Contest

bF

'

.

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

Albuquerque; New Mexico, Friday, February 19, 1926

LOBOSARE
FAVORITES IN
S. W. RACE

WEEKLY CALENDAR
Monday, February 22.Washington's Birthday. The University will not be in se"ssion.
Tuesday, February 23Meeting of the Freshman Class,
12 :30 P. M., Rodey Hall.
Meeting of the Student Council,
·4 :00 p. m,, Seminar Room.
Meeting of the Y. W. C. A., 4 :OO
p. m., Bokmla Parlors.
Basketball, Lobos vs. Texas Minen;, 8 :00 p, m., WashingtOjl Gym.
Wednesday, February 24Physi'cal Examinations for Men,
3 :30 -5 :00 p. m., Men's Gym.
Friday, February 26University Assembly. Address by
the Rt. Rev. Sidney Catlin Partn'd ge, D. D.
Basketball, Lo'bos vs. N. M. Aggies, 8 p. m., Washington Gym.
Saturday, February 27Basketball, Lobos vs, N. M. Aggies, 8 p. m., Washington Gym.

"SO THIS IS MARRIAGE"
With El~anor Boardman, Lew Cody and Conrad Nagel
"Pathe Review'; and "Yes, Yes, Babette," Comedy

ALBUQUERQUE CAS &ELECTRIC co. I
•
"At Your Service"
--

Our
Advertisers
11-ti_,.._.,.__M-tl-.-t

NUMBER EIGHTEEN

ENROLLMENT FOR
LOBOS WIN SLOW
SECOND SEMESTER
GAME FROM PIG
WIGGLY QUINTET REACHES 354 MARK

Hilltop Tosaera Win Second Tilt Increase Over Lut Year 'II Ten
Per Cent-No ApproprWion
with Grocers ~y 39·
Over All Remaining
The Beauty and Popularity
Made for Summer Sea•
27
Score.
Opponents.
Contest is in ft~ll swing this week,
aions and Extension
according to Dick Culpepper and
Courses.
Coach
Johnson's
Lobos
took
the
PigLoren Mozley, editor and man· If any reliance can be placed on the
gly Wiggly Prune Peddlers into camp
ager of the Mirage, and an un- so-called "dope," the Lobos should have
With enrollment for the second sc
for the second time this season last
usual amount of interest has no trouble winning the rest of the games
mester of the academic year virtually
Thursday night in a slo\'/ and rather
been shown in the preparations on this year's bask~tball schedule,
completed, the State University of New
uninteresting game.
overwhelm·
Handing
Arizona
two
such
for the final election, which is to
Mexico now has in attendance a total
The first half started slow and it was of 354 students, all of college grade
be held the night of the Beauty ing defeats places the Lobos within
almost 5 minutes before Sacks made This represents an increase"' of uearly
reach of the Southwestern championBall, 'Saturday, March 6.
the first counter of the game by tossing
Six
games
are
yet
to
be
played;
ship.
ten per cent when compared to the total
The names of three candidates for the
one in from the center of the floor. The enrollment for the second semester of .
oue
of
these
gaUies
will
the
loss
of
any
beauty, and three for the popularity,
Grocery Clerks failed to display any last year.
be a severe setback after being headed
contest, have been posted 011 the bulleform in this frame and the score ended
for a championship.
The University's recent reorganizatim
tin board, with the required number of
21·7 in favor of the Lobos.
The
Lobos
have
yet
to
play
the
Flag·
of
the Departme11t of Graduate Instrnc
signers to each. For the beauty prize,
staff Teachers at Flagstaff February
The second half was a bit faster and tion has resQited in a gratifying in
the candidates posted to date are Mar·
19 and 20. No trouble should be en·
in this period the store boys outscored crease of interest in graduate instruc
garet White, Moynclle Stevenson, and
countered in again turning back the
the Varsity 20-18. This, however, was tion and research. As for the Summer
Angia Rose Hendricks. For t,j1e popunot due so much to a lack of Lobo Sessions and Extension Courses, no
Pedagogues.
larity crown have been nominated Helen
defense as to a general awakening on extra appropriation has been made to
The next game after the Teachers is
Stansifer, Jerry DuBois, and Mary
with the Piggly Wigglies February 22.
the part of Piggly Wiggly. Johnson's care for the rather specialized and ad
Brown;
reserves went in the last of the second vanced work of a Graduate School or
The Piggly Wigglies ha vc also been
One reason for 'the keen interest defeated by the Lobos.
half and did a good job in keeping Department.
shown in the contest this year is the 011 February 23 the Lobos will be
down the score.
fact' that the successful candidates, by a seen in action against the Texas Min·
Trauth's floor game was very effecspecial arrangement brought about by ers. The Miners have played no teams
tive in breaking up the Varsity's passthe Mirage staff, an to have. their pic- which can be directly compared with
ing game the first half; however, it
tures published in several New York the Lobos.
was not effective to stop the almost
dailies, and in the Hollywood magaGames February 26 and 27 with the Burm and Arledge, Grose and flawless team work of the Varsity rnaDennis, Arg'Ue the Question
zines. In the past, the pictures have Aggies will end the Lobo season. After
chine.
·Arizollll's Invasion: of New Meldof Referendum to De!Jeen published in some of the Bolly- Arizona had been badly beaten by the
Hammond
with
5
baskets
and
Long
co End• Diaastro\uly.
clare War.
wood publications, but this is the first Lobos they split even in their two game
with 6 led the Varsity parade, while
time that the University of New Mexico series with the Aggies. Taking everyDenver, Colo., Feb. 14 (By the AsIggy Mulcahy had to be satisfied with
Last Friday's assembly was chiefly
has had her contest results in the New thing into consideration, the Lobos are
sociated·
Press).-Colorado State Teachtaken up with thi! tryouts for the de• two, due to the football tactics of his
York papers.
at present rated far in advance of any- bates against the University of Arizona opponents. Ben Sacks played his usual ers college in the eastern division, and
thing the Southwest can offer.
and the University of Southern Cal- flashy game at running guard and man- Utah Aggics in the western division,
Tentative plans for a series betwe~n ifornia. The Lowell Literary Society aged to sneak up the floor long enough hung firmly to the top rung of the
the Lobos and the Rocky Mountam
to score three field goals. Wilson was Rocky Mountain basketball conference
Conference champion are being looked was il1 char~c of the program. There the stumbling block of the Grocer's of- ladder throughout the last week. The
was some confusion in beginning, owforward to if the Lobos can 'go through .
th f t th t 11 f
d b t
fense, for many times the Prune Fed- Utah farmers remained idle in the cona a
our .e a ~rs dlers would advance the ball up the ference, while the teachers turned back
the rest of the season undefeated. In all IllS to e ac
had prepared to debate the negative stde fl
1 b ll t W'l
both Denver university and Colorado
Presentations by Dr~tic Club probability the Colorado Teachers will of the question. Barney Burns and o;r, on1Y to 1osc t le a 0 1 son.
be
the
winners
of
the
conference.
It
School of Mines to take a long lead
on: March 12 Will Be Works
Rich. ard Arledge saved the day, howcoreL b, ( 39 )
will
be
remembered
that
the
Teachers
in the eastern loop.
of Well Known Men]
f{'
•
'd
0 OS
•
ever, by ta k mg
t :•? a mnattv!' s1 e on
FG J,"'' PF
were
beaten
by
the
Lobos
on
their
Ranking with the pace making per·
Molier, Barrie, and
the spur of the moment.
2
3 formance of the Teachers was the reColorado tour.
Hammond, f ... , .. .. .. . . 5
Browning.
The question for debate was: Re· Long, f ................. 6
3
0 markable recovery Colorado college
solved, That war, except in cases of in- Mulcahy,'' c ......... , ... 3
2 made from a "bad slump." The Tigers
0
On March 12 the Dramatic Club of
0
1 turned back Wyoming and Colorado
vasion or internal rebellion should be
the University will present three plays
declared
by
direct
vote
of
'the
people.
g.:::::::::::::::
0
2
Aggies with case and went into second
which are the products of well known
On
the
affirmative
were
Barney
Burns
Black,
g
.....
,
,
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
.
0
0
0
place over the Pioneers. Emest Simp·
dramatists. These writers need little
0
0 son, Tiger star, hung up a conference
introduction to the playgoer.
President Hill returned Monday from and Richard Arledge, and Irvin Grose Bryce, g .•..•. , • . . . . . • . . 0
record Saturday night when he scored
"The Doctor in Spite of Himself". San Francisco, where he has bec.n in and Albert Dennis took the negative.
8 26 points-more than double the total
"tt
b M 1•
dramat'lst of attendance at the Western Reg1on. al
The chief arguments of the affirma·
Totals ............. 17
5
was wrt cu y o 1cr, a
.
1•
f
·
tl 1 ccn t ury. Moll'cr was Conference. The .obJect
of• t us con crPiggly Wiggly (27)
Aggie score.
t l1c seventeen
.
. tive were:
.
p
.
.
He
bec~me
a
ence
has
!Jeen
the
dtscusston
o£
topiCS
(1)
War,
as
it
is
now
made,
is
not
FG
FT
PF
Mines dropped out of the race for
botn 111 arts 111 1622•
e~
•
•
.
t
d
e
of
a
stroll
of
adult
educabon,
and
planmng
toward
always
the
wilr
of
the
people.
Pegue,
f
................
5
1
2
leadership
and into a contest for cellar
stro 11 tng ac or an rna 11 ag r
. .
honors
with
Colorado Aggies by drop•
.
£forts
bc"lng
ll'mited
an
orgamtabon
for
the
advancement
of
(2)
The
people
should
decide
whether
Gilbert,
•..
,
...•••••...
3
0
0
,.
d lt d f
tng company, 1 IS e
0
ping
games
to the Teachers and the
•
1
a
leading·
actor
a
u
e
uca
ton.
or
not
they
want
to
go
to
war.
Trauth,
c
•
,
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
•
•
.
.
.
2
0
2
1
to P arts w11ere 1e1 wa 5
Uni
vcrsity
of
Colorado. Aggies slipped
and manager from 1658 until the time
-------The negative teld that:
Rogers, g .. • • .. • .. '. • .. • 1
4
2
further
down
by
losing to Wyoming.
of his'death in 1673.
(!) The people are incapable of de- Hammond, g ............ 0
0
0
In
the
western
half of the conference
Molier was the author of some twcnf
ctdmg for themselves.
Glassman, g ...• ' ..•. • .. 0
0
0
(2) They already have a representa- Whitehouse, g ........ , . 0
0
0 only Brigham Young university and
ty-fivc farces and comedies. He was a
Utah university were active. They split
master of wit and satire, and is known
tive form of government.
Eigltt Lobo baskcteets, headed by
(3) The measure would hamper govTotals ............ 11
5
6 a twin bill. Montana State college,
as cine of the world's greatest humor1
however, took advantage of au off week
ists. His most notable plays are: "The Coach J obnson, left Thursday night to -crument.
in the loop to hand the University of
Rascalities of Scapin," "The Doctor in meet the Northern Arizona Teachers
(4) It would delay, preparation for
EXTENSION
COURSES
Montana,
a member of the Pacific coast
Spite of Himself," "The Affected La- College, at Flagstaff. The Lobos had war.
ARE
ANNOUNCED conference, an artistic trimming.
"
"Tl
no
trouble
in
trouncing
the
Pedagogues
(5)
Foreign
sympathizers
~vould
indics,u ~ "The 1\iiscr,u "Tartu ff c,
1e
The University of Arizona, not a
·
h
" here, but Coach Johnson is prepared for tcrfere with the vote on the q•Jestion.
Hypochondriac," "The Mtsant rope,
member
of the conference, made a dis·
two
close
games
the
coming
Friday
and
There
\"as
decision
rendered,
as
The
University
of
New
Mexico
au110
and "The Shopkeeper T urne d Gentl e..
astrous
invasion
of New Mexico, drop'
s
'"as
only
a
pract
'
ce
debate.
nounces
the
following
Extension
Saturday
nights.
tt
1
11
man." · No dramatist has ever cause d
.•
• . 1 1t tf t
Men making the trip include Long, Tile program was opclled by a pt"a110 Cou.rscs, open to all adults, and starting ping two straight to the state univer1 5 1926
so much laughter, but 1t IS aug 1 er 1a
· d t
Hammond, Mulcahy, Sacks, Wilson,
b M' I
dunng the week February 8·2 ,
: sity, splitting two with New Mexico
.
•
,
makes people think.
so1o y ISS zrae1 au wo voca 1 se· Renlro, Black and Gerhardt.
.
· d
"Problems m Amencan Democracy, Aggies and winning from New Mexico
"The Twelve Pound Look" was wr1tlectlons by Mrs. Leady, accompame
.
Ph D (C 1
•1
h .
James F. Ztmmerman,
• • o urn- Mines.
by Mrs. Thompson on t e p1ano.
.
T'tme 4 :30 -5 :o•o p. m. on Th ursten by J ;1mes M. Barrie, au Eng.I1s.1
b1a).
The conference standings :
!lramatist of the present day. Bame IS
days. Place: Frandscan Hotel, Indian
W. L.
Room. First lecture February 25, 1926.
a master of •humor and pathos com,Eastern divisionbined; he is a whimsical humorist. As
Y
1
Colorado State Teachers • . . . • . • 7
the creator of the character Peter Pan,
"Principles of Teaching," s. P. Nan3
Colorado
college
...••••
~. . • . • • • 5
niuga,
Ph.
D.
(California).
Time
4
:30·
"
Barrie has gained wide attention. ! ::1C
2
University of Colorado •......• 3
'•s tlte autltor of "Tlle Lt'ttlc Mt.llt'stcr,"
Tl 1e K appa, S'1gma' s l ea d tl1e fra t erm•
.
5 :30 p. m. on Fridays. Place:
The
Bask•tballt's
being played by the girls High
• 1ecture
3
Denver University •••.......•.• 4
"
"Q
li
•
School
auditorium.
Ftrst
"What :Every Woman K nows,
. ua - ties and the Alpha Delta Pis are ahead of the University, almost as success- February 19, 1926.
4
University of Wyoming .•.•..•• 3
ty Street," "Dear Brutus," and several among the sororities, according to fully, in a way, as by the men.
4
of
Mines
..............
2
School
• averages JUS
· t re1ease d. K apone-act plays.
sc Ilol ars lup
A quickly collected team, composed "Beginnings of Modern English Lit- Colorado Aggies . .. .. . . .. . . .. • • 1
7
"Itt a Baicony" is the work of Robert pa Sigma, with 82.05 percent, held a of Misses Lena Spillers and Mary erature," G. P. Shannon, M. A. (Stan- Western State college .......... 0
1
Browning, poet of the nineteenth ccn· decided lead over their closest com- Brown, forwards; Frances Parker and ford). Time: 4:30-5 :30 P· m. on Tues- Western division·
tury, \l1ho is, 11. ext to S11aI<espeare, tlIC pchtors,
t11e 0 mega Rl to 's, whose• aver- Hate! Bynum, guards; and Mary Fair- days, Place: Woman's Club. First Utah Aggies ................... 5
1
greatcft searcher of the human heart. age was 79.88 percent. Alpha Delta Pi cloth and Rose Brown, centers, played. lecture February 23, 1926.
Brlghatn Young , .••.•..••..•••. 4
4
He was not the author of· mmty stage had a two point advantage ov.er Alpha and beat Trisco school 15 to 8 on FebPhysical Culture ior Women, Elna Montana State . . .. .. . .. . .. • . .. 3
3
lays,
but
wt·otc
with
much
dramatic
Chi
Omega;
who
had
87.69.
Complete
ruary
l5.
Dat1iels,
M. A. (Columbia). Time: Utah University ............... 2
6
P
· · an d soron•
ability, and was the hwcntor or' t11c d ra- averages of 1Jot [1 f ratermttes
Basketball practice is soon to be 9 :30-10:30 a. m. on Saturdays. Place:
-Morning Journal.
·matic monolog. His best poems are 1111" ties foll'ow :,
started in earnest. Practices are sched- Women's Gymnasium, University Cam• •
f ·
d
• pus. First class February 20, 1926.
surpassed for their combmat10n
o , 111 "
Fraternitiesulcd for M011day, Wednesday an Frtd
·
"Spanish Literature," Belene M . GIRL DEBATERS
tellectual qualities attd ccp emotion. Kappa Sigma ...•...•.. , •......•. 82.05 day nights at the Girl's gym. On Feb- Evers, Ph. D.· (Bryn Mawr). Time:
ARE SELECTED
His works arc too numerous to men· Omega Rho ....• , , . , . . . . . . . . • . • • 79.88 ruary 26th, interclass teams will or•
"'h d
Pl
7
7 :30·8 :30 p. m. 011 ~ urs ays.
ace:
tion.
Sigma Chi ...... •" .... " .... • " 7 ·81 ganizc.
Y.
c. A., 410 W. Goltf Ave.. .First Misses,Jie!en Schneider and Dorothy
McLaughlin have been selected to repPi Kappa Alpha · · • • · · '• ·' · · ·'' · 77·70
lecture February 18, 1926.
resent the University of New Mexico in
45
75
A,LPHA CHI OMEGA INITIATE Coronado Club ·· • · •• ••··• ·: •··· •
ALPHA DELTA PI iNITIA'I'ES
"Chemistry of the Past Decade," Johtl
a
debate some time in the spring with
SororitiesD. Clark, Ph. D. (Stanford). Time:
the College of the Pacific. These two
Alpha Chi Omega announces the ilt- Alpha Delta P: ................. 89.76 Alpha Delta Pi amtoUI\ces the initia- 8 ;30-~ :30 p. ~· .on Mon~ay.s. Place:
co-eds will be the first to ever repre·
' itiation of the following gil'ls: FrallCcS Alpha Chi Omega . • • • • .. ' •..... • 8~.6i tion of the following: Misses Dorothy Chetmstry Bmldmg, Recttatwn R'oom,
sent the University in an inter-col852
Markel Rita Dilley Belen Stansi£er, Phi Mu · · • · •: · • · • • ' · · · • · • · • · · • · ·
McLaughlin, Belea Kay, Eloise Boren, University Campus. First lecture Feb·
legiate debate.
Loct<cy' Powc;s, .Lo;tisc Goclitz, Mar• Chi Omega "• • .. • • · "·" · "• ·" !!4,93 and Belen Young.•
,ruar;v 22, 1926.
2
gnret White, Gertrude Kraxberger.
Kappa Kappa G~tnma • · • • · • • • • • · 83.9
Varsity

Five

Is

Given

Edge

1...-------------...J
LOWELL LITERARY
DEBATES FEATURE
LAST ASSEMBLY

Have a Camel!

lCluB'TCLOiHEs FDRHCOLL~EMEN

EXCELSIOR

· Miss A. P. Milner

None But Expert
Hair Cutters Employed

So this evening as you
ply your unerring skill,
evoke then the mellowest fragrance that ever
came from a cigarette.
Camels represent the utmost in cigarette quality. Tf1e
choicest of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos are blended into
Camels by master blenders and tlu! finest of French cigarette
paper is made especially lor them. Into this one bratJd is ·
concentrated all of tl1e knowledge, all of the skill of tf1e
world'$ largest orgflni~atio!! of e"pert tobacco men.

A. B. Milner

SUNSHINE
BARBER SHOP

For Camel is the silent
partner that helps every
deserving player win his
game. Camels never hurt
or tire the taste, never
leave a trace of cigaretty
after-taste. Regardless of
the gold you spend,
you'll never get choicer
tobaccos than those
rolled into Camels.

8 14
Totals ........... 13
Wildcats (22)
FG FT PF
7 2
Drachman, f . .. .. . .. . .. . 3
1
4
Miller, f ................ 1
1
4
Brookshire, c ...... : .... 0
Marsh, g ............... 1
1 .1
0
2
Gibbings, g . .. .. . . .. . . . . 0
0
0
Lester, f ••.•.•••••.•••.• 0
0
1
Crouch, g .............. 0
0
1
Butts, f ................. 1

Deliver

HALL'S PHARMACY
Phone 121
Free Delivery
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1926
WHEN SPRING COMES

Old King Winter is slowly losing. his .ascendaney
over matters of weather, an~ Sprmg IS fast ~p
proaching. Just what a beaut1ful, balmy, sedt~ctlVe
spring this will be we know from past experten~e.
Just how hard it is to apply ourselves to our stud1es
when the spell of springtime comes over us, we
should also know from past experience. It is very
hard to take a real interest in the Treaty of Paris
or to apply oneself diligently to the ~etermination of
moisture in coal when the grass begms to grow and
the birds sing outside in the trees.
For this reason, we should not fail to appreciate
the real opporhmities offe1•ed us by the many stormy
days of late winter and early spring. Each one of
these days should be an opportunity for work, for
work that shall release us from our bookly labors
some beautiful spring day. Each hour spent in lab
or study while February's bleak winds ~histl.e outside might well mean .an hour of happmess ~n tl~e
sunshine, when the wmds are gone and Sprmg IS
l1ere.

· when form meant everything. T~ose who lived in
that age themselves caUed it the .AugUstan Age, :for
they flattered the111.'3elves that they had reached a
time when the manner of performing any ta~k. ~r
function had crystallized into a state. from W~ICh 1t
would never change. This was esp~c1ally notweable
in the manners of the day. The man who diod not
dress corr..ectly, speak faultles~ly, obse~ve the la~t
detail of etiquette in everythmg he d1d when Ill
company, and even take up the e1rrent ?Pinions of
. the day, was adjudged a boor andl an ObJect· of suspieion.
;·
This condition has not d:isappe4red today, but is
only modified somewhat. When .!ilman ?f lll?de~ate
refinement sees another' put the en/i of h1s kmfe mto
his mouth when at the table, his opinion of that pe~son is unconsciously lowered more or less, Th1s 'lS
not snobbishness; the attitude probably grows from
the subconsious thought that the man had been
'th
b
f tho ghtless
trained to b etter, b ut el er ecause 0
u
ness or carelessness had allowed himself to sliP. into
.
a habit which he knew was rep.ugnant to t h e maJOrity of society.
Thoughtfulness, we believe, is the basis, and really
the essence, of all good manners. It is poUteness to
offer a seat to the stranger in the parlor, but it is
·
· d e f or h'1s comalso innate thoughtfulness
a nd so1'1c1tu
,
f ot·t. The young woman who begs the old man s
pardon for poking her umbrella in his stomach
shows that she is really concerned Jor his well-being.
'
This same truth would hold0 even when considering the apparently empty form of ordinary courtesy.
The man who does not remove his hat when talking
to a lady may be offending her good taste, for she
may be accustomed to seeing that form observed in
her presence. There are plenty of occasions when
one must tread upon the corns of another without
being aware of the fact. It is very little to ask,

._.._1
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inside his shirt front, "from one who
knows no more than the average public
about art. l have decided to start a
school of my own, in which absolutely
all forms will be abolished. I find that
the cubist is too easily explained, and
the public is fast being ~!dueated to a
point where it can tell what a cubist
picture is supposed 'to represent. Owing to this 11ccadent state of affairs I
have felt it my solemn duty to come' to
the rescue of art, and redeem the situation.

By A. GOOF DINKLUM

**
*

·
.

No. 5 Lom Pozely, the Bohemian and
ByrQnic, Makes Some Startling Revelations,
I found Mr. Pozely in his studio industriously drumming on the table with
his long prehensile .lingers and polishjng his chair with the seat of his trou·
sers. He continued in this abstracted
!\osition until I announced my entrance
with a slight sne.eze, in order to attra\:t
his attention. As he raised his shaggy
head and viewed me, I had a queer
feeling which I could not explain.
"As to my personality, I find it ex,,
.
,
. trcmely difficult to find the proper comPardon me, Mr. D1nklum, he satd, bination of clothes to properly exp
"b ut you are s1t
· t'mg on t h e 1tve
. .1ob - it. My five-gallon hat properly denotes
ress
h
f
h
1
1
stcrs hat· ave or my·supper tomg t. my wild free western origin and
s·o careless of me to leave them in that j aversion to ties adequately po~trays
chair."
· •
Byronic character. But when I put 0 ~
"Is it an interview you want?" As the Greenwich Village smock, which is
he stood there with his legs braced more or less necessary to my vocation
at'least four feet apart., his ma~tificent
I fittd it necessary to cut a liole in th~
,..
black ringlets towering above the mas- chest for my hand, I am constantly
sivc dome of his head, his shirt collar see k'mg new l'dcas ·m t 1te matter of cosopen three buttons below the neck, and tume,
his soalful brown eyes opened wide, he
"Yes, I like this school, for a variety
looked the picture of devU-may-care of reasons, but chiefly for the fact that
innocence. In fact, as I was told later, I have found it the easiest place in the
he didn't care whether he was innocent world «to bluff my way through, The
or not.
profs have recognized my genius, and
"You are an artih of some note," I have seen fit not to endanger it by too
said, "may I ask what school of art close an application to work. Must
you go? These chances for self-expresyour work belongs to?"
sion are so rare. Call again soon.''
"That is· a perfectly logical question,"
Next Week:-An Interview with the
he answered as he brought his legs a

:Y

.

I

h •

"Do all the women of your intellectual advancement organi~ation make
speeches?"
"Oh, no, the more useful ones make
tea and sandwiches,"-The Christian
Register.

W-1 I

then, that one observe the rules which he knows willlt,=r=if=le=cl=o=s=er=to~g=e=tl='e=r=an=d=r=a=n=l=ti=s=l=la=n=d:f-'C=o=ll=e;g=e=B=e=a=u=B=ru=mm==e=l.======
keep him from injuring the feelings of others.
,
TRUE AMERICAN OPERA
of performance before their eyes. We
There is the ostentatious sort qf courtesy which
SAYS NOTED SINGER 'must have national opera, and national
will at once create the impression of flattery and
conservatories, and an national pride in
subservience, springing not from; habit or innate We must have a true national opera American artists, and then we shall no
• o f some sort m
· Amenca,
·
impulses, but from a possibility o:f gam
says Mr. Char1cs H ac kett, longer find it necessary to boast only of
the noted American tenor. :Mr. Hackett our commercial supremacy and apoloor other. It takes no trained eye to tell t h e true
gize for our art,· when that time comes
•
says:
from the false, the genuine from the spur10us.
our singers will succeed with their own
"I do not mean that we should listen names, rather than in spite of thcm."COURTES·Y
True courte=
is more even than a· habit·, it to bad smgers
·
~g
an d b a d opera because Exchange.
There was a time in history known as the Au- springs from the heart, and shows a sincere consid- it is American, but as a nation we must
gustan .Age, the age of Dryden, Pope, and Swift, eration of the welfare of others.
subsidize the arts so that the unknown
-=======~==::;,=======;========~=======!===============.,= shall be 'known, and judged on merit: THAT GAY COLLEGE LIFE
"
\
In Europe one hears much bad opera,
e!e$11e$1€1011EIO>*K:l¥.10*196lle!OiieCII9~1€1$;1EISI*!6)!!109+!96liOOiiiOCiteCI€1Si!'iiO*IS*ICi9+0CII~~I( Section 3. That no person within the Professor Shull of the Zool?gy De· but .it does not matter. Out of the many Students entering Cornell University
h
·
partment has made a great dtscovery.
.
,
SOCIETY
State of New Mextco s all,mtx, co1or, H h 1
works produced come the prtzc- this fall were required to pay a special
1 d over tb e f ac ttl1at new
e as ongpuzze
.
l!OtSI$1910!SICI$ICICICICI$1C!CIOIS!GI0!9ISICICISIOK stain or powder or pcrmtt any other college men and womea do no.t. marry wmners. They .S?cceed becaus~ of the tax of four dollars. The proceeds of
person to mix, color, stain or powder as often· as other eo !e. At last fie many. opportumhcs for heanng and the tax are to be expended to ma'ke
Members of the Kappa Kappa Camma
,
.
p ~.
.
changmg.
Cornell "a more human university."
b f't b 'd
t tl any arhcle of food or drugs wtth any has found the reason: Women m gen.
I ratermty
h
h
•
"Here there is 50 little that is spon· That seems very odd. Most of the comgave a cue 1 n ge a te
plaint that is heard about American
Alvarado Hotel Saturday afternoon, ingredient or material so ai to render era1 c. oose to marry men w o are t1letr
February 13th. There were fifty-six the article injurious to health, or man- supertors; bhut for cohllege wohmen therlc taneous in our opera. Even the ap· universities is that they are too human
· 1 f f d h' h h 11 ar
sue men· ence t ey rare y plausc is arranged and much of it paid
tables of players, and later in the after- ufacturc any arttc e o oo w tc s a
e no Tl
f'
.
It is incessantly charged. that too much
·
f d' marry
te case or mctt tS a 1most t 1te for. American singers are habitually
I
noon a 11 umber of ladies dropped in for· be composed in who e or m part o ts·
I
•imc is devoted to the social and ath
·
1
sa
for men as a c ass choose to reJ· ccted if there is a foreigner who can >
tea. The hand-painted tallies, with lace cased, decomposed, off enstve or unc ean me,
•
I
I
.
letic welfare of the students and no
·
bl
b
· 1 h marry women w to. are somcw tat m half way sing the part. Occasionally
and ribbon about the edge, represented ammal or vegeta e su stance,cwtt 1 t e
.
I
enough to their intellectual develop
'd
.1 intent-that the same may be sold in the fertor to themselves; but as col ege men an American succeeds, but he must not
Th
b
.
corsage
. h bouquets. d e . rt gc penct s, said state and no person shall sell in can~ fmd
no sueh women, t 11ey do not on1Y equa1 but surpass any fordgn ment. ..
,
.
•
•
f
, A d . h h'
t' singer available, even to be considered. The co~ lege boy o! wluch .the coun
wh1c were wrappe m green crepe 1
paper, had black tips, and a black heartjtlle State of New Mexico any such arh· o tlen. marrhy; I
nil wk~tk t ~~ crypp tc
try hears tS an expensive lookmg young
or club thrust in the eraser. Six first" cle so mixed, colored or stained, pow- sfo uhon, hw ltclt rea Y I tc s tbwltcc, ;~"This does not mean that we cannot man who travels around to football
•
.
·
· 1dcred or manufactured Any person essor S ul eaves t le pro em.- e appreciate good singing without a for- games 1"n a ht'gh pot,cred car attd
·
M' h'
AI
pnzes were gtven, a conso1atton prtze,
and a door prize. The prizes were ·I violating this section shall be guilty of IC lgan __u..::~:..t_tu_s_.._ _ _ _
cign name, but it does mean that we reaches into the pockets of his racoon
wrapp d to look like elaborate valen- a misdemeanor, and for each offense to
allow insidious propaganda to fool us. coat for hundred-dollar bills to bet 011
tines. e Tea was served at four-thirty !be fined not c'.'ceeding two hundred dolCOLLEGE TRADITIONS.
It is the same with the idea of singing his team. This specimen, however, is
by the Kappa pledges.
Iars for the ftrst offense, and _for each Tradition, in the true sense of the opera in English, The opera singers of representative of only a small fraction
* * *
subsequent offense not exceedmg three word, is a great thi~g to have in a col- big reputation insist that English is not of the students at universities.
,
hundred dollars, or imprisonment not lege. The atmosphkrc of antiquity and singable. Nonsense I \Vhat do most of For every student going through col·
Pan Hellenic gave tts annual formal' excee d'mg one year, or both, m
· th e d'ts- t d't"
·
h' h
h ·1
•
t hem k now a bout tt?
Few of t1tern can lege 1·11 ease and comfort tltetc 1·s an·
dance Friday night, February 12th,. at cretion of the court."
ra 1 1on w tc a sc oo possesses ts an
the Woman's Club. It was a Valentme
.
asset in creating a .spell of loyalty at)d speak it. They live here for years and other (usually two or three) having a
dance. The decorations were carried "Section 2368. Food-Changing qual- affection in its students. Tufts should never even learn the language. If we pretty miserable time, His club is a
out in red: Red crepe paper streamers, ity by abstraction :
have traditions, but we should not be had national opera and our managers J rooming house, his dining hall is a noisy
an abundance of scarlet hearts, and on Section S. '.fhat no person shall in caught confusing taboos with traditions. demanded that every star learn two and messy cafeteria, and his rcf11ge is a
the walls att attractive valentine for the State of New Mexico, with the in· The customs and. ~ules of a college operas in English each year, they would corner drug store or possibiy the li·
•·
t f d 1 soon enough find English singable.
brary.
'
each of the men's fraternities. The pro- tent that the same may be sold in its s h?u ld act as post t I•C agcn s or eve.
'thout notice subtract opmg the character of men, not as nega- "During the war we had to sing GerIn every large university in the East
g rams were square, and red. There It d t te
WI
•
•
f or rcpressmg
· ·tn d'IV!'d • man I'te der m
' E• ngI'ts h. I mmed'tateI y t I1ere are t housands of studcuts wIto
a ere anys aarticle
\Vas one feature dance. Each girl drew from
of food. any ' part of it ttv:
mstrumen~s
a numbered heart from a box, and as so as to affect injuriously its quality, ualtty and sethng ~P false values on un- there sprung up · poetic translations only see the gay side of college life
these various numbers were called the substance or nature, and no person shall supported founda.tr.ons.
.
which were smooth and singable. How from a distance. Some know it only
couple who had that number left the sell an article so altered without mak· Tufts has tradtttons whtch are worth is it that only opera in English is un- through the novels they read.
floor. The last number called was that ing dis~losurc of the alteration, and any ~erpetuating, and which were .not abo~- singable? For the very good reason Cornell will expend the fund raised
held by Miss Vesta Grafton. The prize person violating the provisions of this tshed by the St.udent Counctl: . and tt that the foreign singers will not learn by the sp~cial tax to organize a p\eas\,as a heart-shaped box of chocolates. section shall be guilty of a misdemean- needs to ~ecogmze. oth~~ tradttt?ns of the language.
ant social life for stttdents who have no
During the evening grape punch was or and fined not exceeding one hundred a worthwh!lc ~ort~tradtt1ons whtch arc
''In Italy, an Americatt singer must clubs, no motor cars, no doting daddies
served. Chaperones included Dean and doll r "
part of the lustory. qf the college and sing better Italian than the native, in to case the conrse of their university
M
L B M't h 11
·
a s.
the ideals of its founders.
order to get by. He must also speak it education. If the money is well cxrs. ' ' 1 c e '
"Section 2372. False Warranties:
These might be: the pursuance of the backstage. In France, it is the same. pcnded, it is possible Ior Cornell to
tl1c I n t 11e U mtc
· d. s tates poor Engl'tsh wtth
• rna kc ano tltcr no t a bl e con t rt'butt'ott to
STATUTES GOVERNING FOODS I Section
'!If12.II ThatI every person
. I whof educatt"onal t'dcal 1'n a broad W'·y,·
stall WI u Y app Y to any arhc e 0 resognition of Tufts as a thoroughly an accent difficult to understand, is part the advance oi cduc~tion in the United
food or a drug, a certificate o£ warran.. dcmocratt'c t'nstt'tutlon, wltere free ex- of an opera singer's charm for the pub- Statcs.-The Rutland News.
Probably most of our health officersf ty given in relation to any other article pression is to be "ourted
a11 d •tty
rc- 1'tC. I n F ranee every composer who has
"
•
are not familiar with Chapter XLI I I. o or drug, or who shall give a false war- pression condemned as hypocrisy; the become famous is a wimtcr of the Prix
the N cw Mexico Code, concernmg ,ranty itt writing to any purchaser in rc- improvement of college personnel from de Romc. Many who ::tre not worthy
The Majority Model
"Food and Drugs." So far as t Itese spec! to an article of food or a drug vear to year by 1'mp· rovcmcttt -< tile
"Y
cs,
my
friends," said the \hcologi
"'
get prizes, it is true, but out of the
'
laws pertain to FOODSTUFFS t Itey sold by him. as prit.tcipal or age. nt, or members already here,· the tradition of
cal
lecturer,
"some admire M!lscs, who
•
1
1
h
many come the few great ones, and it
are stil I in cff cct, a11
t 10ugh· t1tat portton who shall WJI fully gtVe a abel wtt any leadership in recognized fields , sue'·n a· s is national recognition which encour- instituted the old law; some Paul, who
applying to drugs has been somew hat article sold by him which shall fal.scly music tt.e drama etc. We tltt'tlk. of a
·
t
• ~
•
ages and sustains them. Even great spread the new. But aiter all, which
·
modified. We quote a f ew mmportan describe. the artide sold shall be g.ui.lty score 0 £ others, and atty one of th"m
•
· f 11
d
c
arbsts must have assistatt,ec, and in this character in the Bible had the largest
sections ttl u :
of a mtsdemeanor, an on conv1ctwn superior to the whole category of P'da
country they arc dependent on the following?" As he paused, a voi~c
61 • S a Ie of damagc d foo d be fined not to exceed one hundred die and repression flapdoodlc.-The
"Section
23
.
whims of individuals who ~re wealthy from the back bench. shouted, 'Ananins I
or drink:
d(!llars."
Tufts Weekly.
· 1
. enough to aid them and often at the -Columbia State.
Section I. If any person knowmg Y "Section 2373. Definition of "Food
shall sell any kind of damaged, spoiled,
same time capricious enough to cast
or unhealthy provisions eit~r for food and Drugs"!
AN AtL-INCLUSIVE DEFINITlO~ them of£ when they most need help.
Maybe
or drink, without giving sufficient no·
Sectiot1 13. That tlte term "food"
Taxation: The process by which "It is not enough that we have an
Matty-"! wonder i£ Professor Kid
ticc to the purchaser of the same, he as used in Sections 2363 to 2374, in- inoney is collctted from the people to occasional American work at the Metro• dcr meant anything by it."
shall be fined in a sum not exceeding elusive, shall include every article used pay the salaries of the men who do the ~olitan or the Chicago Opera • we must
Charlie-"By what?"
five hundred dollars, or by imprison· for food or drink by man other than co1lccting. The surplus is used to pay have the certainty of n ltalf:do~cn or
Matty-"He advertised a lecture ou
meut in the county jail not exceeding drugs or water. The term "drug" as the salaries of the men the people elect it!\Orc each year so that American com• 'Fools' and when I bought a ticket it
six motiths."
used therein shaH include a11 medicines' lo decide how much shall be collected p<\sers may ha;c absolute assurance of was marked 'Admit Onc'.''~At~crican
Section 2363. Adultcr~tion:
for internal or external usc."
· from them.-Worc~stcr Telegram.·
production and the immediate reward Boy Magazine.
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Worth Their Salt,

Decorate

Prohibition Item.

Sturt that Library of yours now I
BUY A BOOK A Wll)EK\
We have your favorite books in
editions that are attractive at a
moderate price.
When loafing downtown spend
the time in our shop.
You're Always Welcome.
NEWMEXICOV
BOOK
STORE
tl. 7'
203 W. Central
.....
Avenue
pJlr,!.,

"A deep orange monkey fur is now
popular," says a fashion paper. A friend
of ours remarks that .if he ever saw a
deep orange monkey he would stick to
soft drinks.-Excbangc.
CHARLESTON MENACE
STALKING COLLEGES
Careless of Her.
Young Lady (after violent dance)"There I My heel's gone I That's done The Charleston menace is now stalking the American colcgcs; according to
for tne for this evening."
Youth-"Oh, bother I Don't you carry news reports !rom ::til parts of the counspare parts ?"-Punch.
try. If these stories arc credible the
. th B k
present rage will lea vc in its nath a
P assmg
e uc .
,
. .
·
.
"Yes, Rupert," said mother, "the baby Ewathe of nuncd butldtngs unequalled m
'
was a Christmas present from the an- extent in this country since Sherman's
gels."
.
memorable march. !11 fact Georgia may,
"Well, mamma," said Rupert, "if we if she wishes, claim the honor of the
lay him away carefully and don't usc first collegiate catastrophe. A floor
him, can't we give him to somebody
else next Christmas?"
caved in at the State College for WoTHAT means ~~Pipa Amoroso" in the L~tin, or
men at Atlanta. Nearly 500 girl stu·
dents were "prancing furiously it1 atOne Often Follows the Other.
~'pipe-lover" in plain campus English. P, A.
"See here," said the angry visitor to tempts to learn the new dance when
has certainly endeared a pipe to more men than
the reporter, "what do you mean by in- the floor collapsed with a loud crash."
serting the derisive expression 'Apple- Here and there authorities have enany other letters in the smoke-alphabet. Because
acted prohibitive legislation. At the
sauce' in parenthesis in my speech?"
Prince Albert lets a fellow smoke all he wants
" 'Applesauce?' Great Scott, man, I University of Indiana the board of truswrote 'Applause.' "-Boston Transcript. tees has forbidden the dance in the Stuto-and makes him want to!
dent Building in order to forestall the
'
Liberal
Creditor.
structure's collapse. An investigation
Cool as the stare of a marble Venus. Sweet
A farmer hadn't paid his bill for a is now under way to determine the
· as the approach of vacation. Fragrant as spring
year.
Charleston's effect upon the Men's
"Look
here,"
said
the
implement
man,
Gymnasium, where it is still permissible
blossoms. Think up your own similes, Fellows. P. A. il 1old eref")'WI•ere ln.
•idy rf!d tins, pound and h.:dlr
"I'll meet you half way. I'm ready to to execute this violent dance. Shrould
tin humjdo,, anil
You will when you pick P. A. and a jimmy-pipe )ound
forget half of what you owe."
this floor give way there would ensue
found cryJtal.glall f,umidorl
•ith 'i'tJrJge•moidcner IOI'•
"Fine
I
I'll
meet
you.
I'll
forget
the
a
total and wholesale immersion of the
4nd lllwoys 'IJ!itJ; eYer)' bit of
for permanent roommates. Prince Albert is hile
and par~h remo't'ed b'1
other half."
heated dancers in the swimming pool
•he Prince Albert prot:ell.
below.
great tobacco, and that's not blah.
Murphy, a newly arrived Hibernian,
Graceless.
Get yourself a tidy red tin of Prince Albert
while walking through a cemetery read "After all," reasoned the authorities
the following inscription on a tomb- at the College of William and Mary,
today. Fill the bowl of that old jimmy-pipe to
stone: "Here lies Bill Jones, an honest "dance should emphasize grace and
the brim and borrow a match. Then you're set
man, and a salesman."
beauty, and as the latest fad preserves
"Sure," said Murphy, "this is a dam neither of these qualities, it should hold
for some great smoke-sessions, as sure as you're
quare counthry, where they bury two no place on the program of college
men in the same grave,"
a foot high.
dancing." Consequently they placed a
bar on the dance. Which, slyly reOhl Yes You Can.
marks the W cllcsley College News,
You can always tell a barber,
"may or may not be a case of sour
By the way he parts his hair;
grapes."
You can always tell a dentist
At Coe College the Charleston was
When you're in a dentist's chair.
banned
in dance halls by city officials.
~ -no other tobacco is like it!
Daily Illini, University of Illinois,
And even a musicianfears for local fraternity and sorority
You can tell him by his touch.
ltouscs.
Students of Tulane Uni,crsiC 1g28, B.J, RQnc.1dATob&cee
You ca11 always tell a printer,
CompanJ, Wlntton-Satam,N. C,
ty, Louisinana, who attended the anBut you cannot tell him much.
nual Freshman-Sophomore dance were
-The Paper Book.
nr•~sent<:d with little notes from the fac·
If Winter Comes.
One Sign!
ulty, which read, "You are requested
First Pedestrian: Gosh, that taxi
The meanest man in tlte world is the
Tom-One thing I'll say about the
not to dance the Charlscton tonight."
nearly got you.
Little Ada: "Mother, shall I run out Tightwad who shot off a pistol outside A mythology has already grown up
Second O'Sullivanite: I knew it present day flapper-she has imaginahouse on Christmas Eve and then
and post this letter?"
tion!
wouldn't hit me.
in and told the children that Santa about this cyclonic step, the girls at
Mother: "No, child, certainly not.
Jerry-Why? Because she always
First: How's that?
Smith College have discovered. Be·
It's pouring in torrents, and not fit to Claus had committed suicide.
closes her eyes while you kiss her?
Second : It was yellow.
cause third floor girls ln a ccrtah; dorturn a dog out of doors. Let your
mitory occasionally studied, the powers
This Is So Sudden.
father go."
_Quite a Difference.
Suitor-"Mr. Perkins, I have courted that be decreed. that no third floor girls
Double
Action.
be permitted to Charleston in their
Passenger (after the first night on
your daughter for fi!teen years.''
Famous Wimmin.
rooms.
The event was duly recorded
board ship)-"! say I Where have my
Perkins-"Well, wliat you want?"
George-"! put a tack on teacher's
(and
distorted)
in the press and the
Suitor-"To marry her."
clothes gmlc ?"
Critic-"What does that picture rep·
chair
yesterday."
Smith
girls
read
in the papers that the
Pcrkins-"'\Vell, I'll be darned. I
Stcward-"Where did you put them?"
resent?"
rule
!tad
been
passed.
in the nice of time
Gerald-"Did
you?
I'll
bet
he
won't
thought you wanted a pension or somePassengcr-"In that little cupboard
Artist-"Satan's Daughters.'~
in order to save the toppling building
sit down in a hurry again."
thing."
with the glass door to it.''
Critic-"Oh, Hell's Bells, eh ?"
and many lives.
Stcward-"Blcss me, sir I That's no George-"No; and neither will I."
While in many colleges the students
A snappy approach ior a selesman:
cupboard. That's a port hole I''
"
Where Jenks Learned.
are
learning the intricate and highly inSalesman-"Afornin' .';
Gettin~:: It.
Jinks-"How did Jenks get all his Customer-'•1{ornin'."
dividualized steps of the Charleston,
Popularity.
Shc-"I demand a little attention, I stage experience?"
other institutions hold to the old steps
~
SalesmaJt-"Somethitt' ?"
"A good chef gets more than a col· am your wife.1'
Binks-"He used to be a cook in Customcr-"Nothjn'.',
that Henry Ford is trynig to popularHc-"Don't worry, I am giving you Child's restaurant.''
lege professor."
11
ize. At sophisticated Oberlin (where
Salcsman- 1-!ornin'."
"Why shouldn't he? A lot more peo· as little as possible."
the
Charleston ls taught in gym classes)
It's a cracking good example of how
ple take, his courses."-Boston Tran•
the
Review calls attention to Wooster,
Limited,
a salesman can cover lots of ground in
Script.
a
neighboring
denominational college
evening
dresses
ever
be
worn
"Should
a
day
without
uncovering
any
business.
At a Burlesque.
where
dancing
has
until very recently
to
bridge
parties?"
Little Girl-"Mothcr, when do the In·
prohibited.
Here,
recent social
"No.
In
playing
cards
it
is
only
necdians cotile on?"
I
funct:iorts
have
been
marked
by "Honor
essary
to
show
your
hand."
Mothcr-"Why, there are no Indians
partner," "Reverse back in the
Broad toe e.ffects and
Rosenwald's in this play."
old track," and other "calls" faLittle Giri-"Then who scalped all of
Fo"r Principle Only.
soft tips . are "RED same
miliar to another generation than ours.
those
men
in
the
front
row?"
Bystander-"Thcy're
fightin'
'cause
New Mexico Gift Store
with the Col~
in this connection it is significant
said Alf's wife wu~ cockeyed."
Invitee a Thorough In·
iiiiia:==:=;:;;:;;:;;;::;,;;;;;::;;;:;;:;;;;;::;;;;;;;::;,;"ii Bill"But
to note that the saxophone blaring out
Alf's a bachelor, ain't he?"
lege
Boysspection of Their
the syncopation ol Collegiate, has been
"Y eh, but the principle is wot made
Gift-Ware
conspicuous by its absence and its place
. Alf wild."
has been fllicd by the old time fiddle
playing the accompaniment to the tunc
Pertinent
Impertinence.
WELCOME
of
"Turkey itt the Straw."-Thc New
1
"What time is it, Maud?" boomed
That price Ia not the first thing to
Whether You Buy or Not
Studetlt.
be con5idered itt a job of printing I
her father from the top of the stairs.
Throwing type together in. a luip•
"Fred's watch isn't going.''
hazard way don not rc<J,mre any
"How about Fred?"'
knowle<~!fe of the prinltrtg art.
That ion t the kind of work you
want. But artistic typography in
AppLesauce.
ALWAYS BEST
atationery and advertising reflect•
Husband:
"Don't
make any more of
credit to an)" conoem. Our know!·
in
Men'a Yellowstone Beaded
these biscuits, dear."
ed&'o of printinll' gaiued by long
That Are Snappy
Calf
Sktn, with sofhtip and
experience enable• UJ to produce
Better Half: "Why not l"
large
eyelets.
·
"You're too light lor such heavy
and
Attractive Printing for
Young Men's Shoes Only
work."
Every Purpose

yourself wl.th
the degree

..
c

of P. A.

l

PRIN&E ALBERT

HOT"

Did It Ever
Occur toYou

$5.00

.

SHOES

Dry Goods

Ladies'
Ready-to-wear

~iJ!A.Jtet:JdL

Don't order Qtlythln!lln thl.r
lin• until JIOU call on ""'

VAWANT PRINTING CO.
Albuquerque, N. M.

Deucedly Simple.
Blake: "I suppose your son's thirst
after knowledge led him to travel in
Europe this wit!ter?"
Drake: "No, merely his thirst."

CAIN'S
~oz

West Central

BROWN BILT SHOE STORE

Brays Shoe Store
109 W. Central Avenue

..

•
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HAND BALL TOURNEY. .

LIBERTY CAFE
THE HOME OF

GOOD EATS
·
T k ·
d
We Serve ur ey an
· Chicken Dinners

75c
105 WEST CENT!lAL
Phone 358

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I

MEXICO LOBO

HEADQU ARTERS
FOR THE

Unbeatable
Unbreaka bl
.e
Parker Fountain Pen
Briggs Pharmacy
400 West Central

VARSITY GRADUATE
RECOVERING IN EAST
Menefee Long, of the Engineering
class of '25, is reported as co11valcscing
from a severe attack of typhoid fever in
\Vilkes Barre, Pennsylvania, where he
has been employed since gradQation by
the ·westinghouse Company. He has
been in the hospital for about 60 days
and bad a very close call, but at last
reports was well on the road to recovery.
"How is yom sou getting on at college 1"
"He mtJSt be doing pretty well in languages. 1 have just paid for three
courses-$10 for Latin, $10 for Greek
and $100 for Scotch."

Y. W. C. A. Silver Tea
A Great Success
The Y. W. C. A. tea, given at Sarah
Raynol'ds hall on February ninth, was a
m>~rked success. The tea was .for .the
purpose of r~ising money to •send a
delegate to the national convention at
Estes Park which is to he held soon.
From the hours of three to five club
members and down town friends called.
From the hours of five to six, members
of the faculty
students of
theofUnithe
versity
called. and
A reception
line
five officers of Y. W. was composed. of
the Misses Bertha Cooper, Madge Shep·
ard, Ruth Scott, Mary Brown, and
Leona Raillard. Miss Roy, a member
of the advisory board, was also in the
receiving line.
The room W'IS appropriately decorated with red hearts strung from the windows and the book-cases. The center
piece on the dining table was composed
of hearts. Dainty refreshments, tea,
coffee, cakes and sandwiches, were served. The cakes were donated by Mmes,
Roloff, Zimmerman, Simpson, Hill, Ellis, and Misses Shelton and Roy. Mrs.
Simpson and Miss Shelton poured tea
during the first half of the afternoon;
while Mrs. Roloff and Mrs. Zimmerman
poured during the second half, The
program consisted of songs and readings by the following people :
Misses Ellen Goodart, Bertha Hoskins, Gladys George, Rita Dilly, Eva
Israel, Barbara Gosline, Virginia McManus and Leona Raillard.
Those in charge of the tea were Misses Leone Porter and, Anna Jackson.
Miss Leona Beyle had charge of the
dining room, and Winifred Crile had
charge of the program.

Co-ed Comments
"Where there's a woman in the case,
All things else must needs give space."

THE COLLEGE BOYS'
BARBERSHOP

•

I . ' ' . "'. . "·~ ...

PRooRESsESst:owLY
The handball tournament is' progressing- very slowl;r. In the last week only
one match has peen played, The Faculty took a stride toward the ch<\mpionship by ,beatiug Sigma Chi Wednesday
aft<;rnoon. The Omega Rho team was
credited with a win when the Coronado
Club forfeited.
Th~ schedule is daily posted on the
l>oard of the gym where all teams may
keep a record of their dates.
' The single matches will be started
this week
(J

' . · ' .... ,

·~·~·'!!!!'''!!!!·~···~--'ti!!'"'!!!"~~~~~
EVERY SUNDAy

l

THE IlW!iY OF IT ALL

WANSER'S

The bids are out-the teas are over,
The rushing days are past,
0, pledge, why do you look so sober 1
Did you think the charm would last?

Mrs, Stover's Home-made
Candy

WJ::

• +··-~·-·----·-·--·+
VOLUME

DELIVER

The Dinner Bell
· "~ay, Esther, do you imow how they
summon deaf mutes. to dinner. 'at the

A.
MILNER STUDIO

1"

i

WASHINGTON'S
BIRTHDAY

Is how do you

Roland Sauer & Co.
pull
withWhistle
the team."
I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-The
Idea.!;
HIGHEST QUALITY OF
LAUNDRY WORK
Men'• Suita Cleaned and
Preaaed

SO CENTS

Gentleman (to lady sitting on his hat)
-"Excuse me, Miss, but do you know
what you're sitting on?"
"Well, I ought to-I've been sitting
on it for twenty years !"-Modern Mining.

THE IMPERIAL
LAUNDRY CO.
Phones 147 and, 148

u,;

I

If Winter Comes

Little Ada-"Mothcr, shall I run out
and post this letter?"
Mother-"No, child, certainly not. It
is pouring in torrents, and not fit to
turn a dog out of doors. Let your fa- 1

I

WE FURNISH THE HOME
COMPLETE
'

vegeta~les,"

TAXI
PHONE

2000
ALL CLOSED CARS

girl who read Plato, played Chopin,
and in various other ways made college women look dumb. Perhaps an
M. A. or a Ph. D. will be required in
connection with shorthand and typeriting.
Dentist-So you have broken oft a
tooth, have yon?
Patient (youngster)-Yes, sir.
Dentist-How did you do it?
Younster-0, shifting gears on a lol•

PENNANTS -

FOUNTAIN PENS
LOOSE LEAF NOTE BOOKS

Footwear

SUNSHINE THEATRE

Bostonians College
SHOES

POCKET KNIVES
Imported and Domestic
Pocket Knives of all
sizes, designs and fin·
ishes. See our line of
FAMOUS STAINLESS
. POCKET KNIVES

Raabe &
u.t" and Copper

NOW SHOWING

,for Young Men
Loose fitting suits demand
Bostonians Brogues
New Mexico's
Leading Shoe Store

FRIDAY and SATURDAY
Blanche Sweet in

PARIS
SHOE STORE

Also a two-part comedy,
"THE MERRY KIDDO"
Regulal' Prices

Mauger
Phone 305

P ASTIME

0

• Y. M. C. A.

Phon!! 29-

"THE LADY
FROM HELL"

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
NORMA SHEARER IN

11 Pathe

I.

'-·,

...
.

-

· ... ,.

_, ';•

....·

I

Review'' Pictures, and "Fire Away" Comedy;
Regular Prices,
.

.

ALBUQUERQUE GAS &ELECTRIC<Col
"At Your Service"

t ''
>

.

I

•

'

'

I

{

.

"LADY OF THE NIGHT"
Alao

·t;:

..

Ariz-ona Plays Southern COLO. TEACHERS
CLINCH ROCKY
California 38-20; 30-28
MT. HOOP TITLE

Perfectly Ventilated - Pipe Organ

Phone 187

~;.

I

~~====~======~~~~~p~~~·~~·~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
New Arrivala of

EVERSHARP PENCILS

Come In and See Our High
Grade Dress and Hiking

303 W. Central

.

· ' .

CINDER SQUAD
SOUTHWESTERN
SHOWS WELL'IN
EARLY WORK TRACK AND FIELD
MEET IS CERTAINTY

I

COLLEGE MEN

Allen's Shoe Shop

'

1'

STAR
FURNITURE CO., Inc.
Phone 758
113-115 W. Gold Ave.

LAUNDRY

Slipping]
''Say it .with
states a
Sam:
"It's
all wrong about these
j beauty chat. Since women are in poliIrish
being
such
good fighters."
If. If. If.
tics, this can be taken in two ways.
:
"Y
eh
!"
Bill
Vegetables have •their place in camSee
Sam: "Ych, last night me and my
paign speeches, especially cabbages.
Var1ity Shop, Agent
brother Gus and two other fellows lickPhone 177
ed one."
1~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il
Did about
you the
readwell
Cynthia
Grey's
col~
umn,
educated
working

The following men constitute the 1926 Lobo squad. Most Lobos 34
31 Piggjy Wiggly
Southwestern basket ball fans are probably already familiar with both Lobos 24
23 N. M. Miners
their names and their records. For the benefit of those who are not,
Lobos 27
35 Colo. College
we present the following brief summary:
·
24 Colo. Teachers
Lobos 29
CAPTAIN BENNY S~CKS
IGGY MULCAHY
Lobos 17
37 Colo. University
Iggy Mulcahy came to the Lobos from Lobos 42
18 · Adz. Teachers
After having last year won undisput·
cd right to the title of the be~t standing Notre Dame, and stepped immediately Lobos 34
22 Arizona University
guard in the Southwest, Benny Sacks into a· center herth on the 1925 Cham- Lobos 40
15 Arizona University
27 Piggly Wiggly
this year tackled the running guard po· pionship team. As a center, Mulcahy Lobos 39
17 Ariz. Teachers
sition with even· greater success. \:Vith has for two seasons towered head and Lobos 26
16 Ariz, Teachers
his new position Benny has developed shoulders above everything that the Lobos 51
an uncanny eye for the basket, and dur- Southwest has had. to offer. He is the Lobos 44
21 N. M. Miners
ing the course of a game seldom fails best shot on the team and drops them
Total points, 407.
Friday and Saturday nights the Lobos tackle their lut obllade
to drop two or three goals from far out equally well from all angles. Perhaps
Total opponents' points, 286.
in their way to a second successive Southwestern Championahip.
tow.ard the center of the floor. Moving IIggy's most valuable accomplishment is
Games won, 10; lo~t, 2,
These two games, with the New Mexico Aggies, will close the Lobo
always like a flash, thinking the same his auility to shoot a goo! with interschedule for the season, and will decide the undisputed champion·
way, in every play, both offensive and ferenr.e that would be impossible for
ship
of the Southwest. Victory in both gamea wlll prove the Loboa
defensive, the Lobo captain is without a1~y o.ther p!ayer. Fifty percent of the
beyond
a doubt the class of the Southwest. Defeat wlll mean that
doubt the greatest player in Southwest- Ftghtmg Inshman's goals arc made
they
wlll
have to give up a large share of their hoitora to the Aggiea.
ern basketball today. Many old timers with a frantic guard hanging on his
F
'i' The University of Arizona Wildcats,
who have watched the game for years neck.
...
long supreme in Southwestern basket·
MALCOLM
LONG
say that he is the greatest player that
ball,
were eliminated from the race
the Southwest bas ever seen.
'
Malcolm Long has this year conth•·
when they suffered two overwhelming
LYNN HAMMOND
ned the good work which last season Ore Diggers Fell Before Cherry
defeats by the Lobos and managed no
and SUver, 44-21.
Lynn Hammond is the oldest man, in made him one of the Southwest's best
better than an even break with the Agpoint of years of service, on the team. forwards. He ranks at the Ptesent
The N. M. Lobos took another step
The Lobos took the first game in a gies. The Aggies and Lobos both hold
In this, his third year on the squad, he time as the leading scorer of the Varsity
toward
the
Southwestern
basketball
two·game
series with Flagstaff Normal wins over most of the other leading
has been playing the greatest basketball machine, having scored 116 points in
championship
when
they
defeated
the
last
Friday
evening. The game was teams in this part of the country, so to
of his career. Lynn is an important eleven games, •:n average oi 10.54 points
M.
Miners
44
to
21
in
the
WashingN.
·and
neither team showed the winner of the coming series will go
very
slow
cog in the Lobo offense, and is rated per game. He is an all around player
ton
Gym
Tuesday
evening.
This
made
much
basketball
the
first half. Mulcahy the Southw;st's highest honors.
as the best defensive forward ever de- and stars defensively as well as on the
Lothe
second
straight
victory
for
the
couldn't
seem
to
get
going and Long The dope is inclined to favor the Lovcloped at New Mexico. He combines offense. His speed and accuracy, as
bos
over
'the
Ore
Diggers,
for
the
Mindid
most
of
the
Lobo
scoring in this bos rather heavily in the series, but no
speed on the floor and in llandliug of !well as a ~vonderful fighting spirit,
ers
bowed
before
the
Hilltoppers
to
a
half.
The
half
ended
twelve
to ten in great deal of reliance can be placed
the· ball, with a remar~able coolness. have mad7 lm~ one of the most feared
25
to
24
score
earlier
in
the
season.
favor
of
the
lumbermen.
upon the "dope" when the Lobos meet
Although never as high a scorer as forwards m tl11s part of the country.
Klein, Miner forward, started off the
The
second
half
showed
a
decided
the Aggies. Neither side gives quarW AMP WILSON
either Long or Mulcahy, Hammond
game by sinking a pretty basket from improvement on the part of J oltnson's ter when Aggie meets Lobo, and the
plays a floor game inferior to none, is
Wamp \Vilson is playing his second
just back of the foul line. Long tied men. Their passing improved and they past history of comtletition between the
every inch a fighter, and could hardly year for the Varsity at the back guard
the score for the Lobos by dropping in seemed to have more pep. After the two institutions is full of stories of
be left off any all-Soulltwestern selec· position, and has been playing every bit
from
the side, after clever teamwork three-quarter mark the Varsity was upsets of the dope bucket.
tion.
as good basketball this season, as two
hy
Mulcahy
and Sacks .. Hammond then never in danger and finally came out The Farmers will, in addition, be
CHARLIE RENFRO
years ago when he was the almost
shot of the gamt:, with a 25 to 17 win.
made
the
spectacular
striving to wipe out the memory or iour
''Froggy" Renfro is Playing his third unatlimous choice of sport experts for
when
he
tossed
one
in
whilt'
traveling
Lo!Jos
exper
defeats at the hands of the Lobo hoopThe
second
night
the
year of basketball under the Cherry an all-Southwestern berth. Wilson is a
at
full
speed:
this
shot
put
the
Lobos
in
ienced
no
difficulty
with
the
Pedamen of last year and of a 24-0 druband Silver colors, having won his let· large man, staling over 180 pounlls, but
the
lead,
and
they
were
never
headed.
gogues
and
ran
up
a
51-16
score,
with
bing on the gridiron, last fall. Victer both in '24 and '25. He has always moves like a !50-pounder. He is a
Long
had
his
eye
on
the
basket
and
second
string
men
playing
a
large
part
tory
Friday and Saturday would be
been 011e .of the most dependable men shadow with all the substantial qualisunk five field -goals in the first half of the second half.
sweet
revenge for the men from Las
on the squad and has seen service as a ties of a stone wall.
three of them from difficult angles:
Cruces.
forward in ]1ractically every Varsity
"CliiLl" BRYCE
Ben Sacks ambled ttp the floor long
game for the past three seasons. "Frogs"
Chili Bryce won a name for himself
enough to make fo\1r .field goals bewill be remembered as the man who at the Varsity when a freshman, with
fore he was taken out to give the subs
went into the Aggie games of a year the great team of '25, and missed a
a chance. :Mulcahy couldn't find the
ago, when things were ;oing against letter that year only by the narrowest
basket in the first half, getting onlv one
the Lobo~, and helped turn de!eat into oi margins. ('hili is one of the most
field goal, but he came back in
secGrenko Looks Good in Weights
victory focr the Cherry and Silver.
versatile players on the squad, playing
ond half and made four counters.
Arizona, Aggies, New Mexico,
Oldfield Is Best Sprint
SID BLACK
Iforward, guard and even center, on oc· The Miner offense was weak, and
Texas Miners, and N. M. Miner.
Prospect.
Sid Black is another Irishman from casions. He is red headed and a scrap- many of their shots were made well
Will Compete for S. W. Title.
Notre Dame, and is playing his first per, and is a worthy memLer of the back of the foul line. Parks, rangy
With
the
Arizona
track
meet
looming
year with the Lobos. Sid is a first I Southwest's fa:otest basket team.
center for the Muckers, made a shot alup in the ncar future,. and a prospective
The proposed Southwestern track
JOE QUINTANA
class running guard, and has !Jcen kept
most equal to Hammond's, .when he
Southwestern
track
meet
at
El
Paso,
meet
this spring at El Paso is now
nff the team, only because of the pres- ! Joe Quintana came to the Lobos from pivoted away from a Lobo guard and
the
Lobo
speedsters
are
fast
whipping
practically
assured, Coach Johnson said
cncc of the peerless Sacks and \Vilson ·the crack Menn<d basketball team where shot a clean basket from the side, just
into
shape.
Tuesday.
The
selection of a suitable
combination. In addition to playing a ·he was an a!l·state forward for two inside the middle of the court. Myatt,
The
Lobos
look
mighty
good
in
the
date
for
the
meet
is understood to be
brilliant floor game, Black has an un- !years. Quintana is one of the Tastest who substituted for Fee, put up a scrapfield
events.
Grcnko
is
getting
well
ments,
the
proposed
date of May 8 hav1
canny eye for the basket mid, like ·men on the sq:1ad, and has a de~d eye PY game and received much applause
over
120
feet
in
the
discus
and
last
ing
conflicted
with
the
state interschoSacks, ~£ten sinks counters from the ;for the basket.
from the crowd when he made his two \Vcdnesday in practice he heaved the lastic meet at the State University, and
center o! the floor.
LEE BRISCOE
tallies.
iron ball 40 feet. Chet Russell and that of :May 1 with the Arizona state
ALVIN GERHARDT.
j Biscoe is am ther member of the 1925
\Vamp Wilson, big back guard of the Iggie Mulcahy, veteran high jumpers, meet. Some date in early May is reAlvin Gerhardt, the Flying Dutchman,· Lobos, and h::s developed into a de· pack, played a strong defensive game,
is playing his second year with the Lo- 'pendable man, ,erving as an understudy hardly ever allowing the Miner for· are primed to bring home a few points, garded as the most probable time.
Colleges and Universities competing
bos, having seen service in New :Mex- for :Mulcahy 011 various occasions, and wards to take time in their shots. Mul- and Renfro is sure to get well up in
air
in
the
pole
vault.
Kaplan,
a in the proposed meet would include the
the
ico's !926 campaign. He bas played playing both iorward and guard on cahy and Wilson are the best men seen
new man, is good for over 22 feet in same institutions considered in the lorboth forward and guard, and has dem· others.
on a local floor this year in their abili- the broad jump and is showing good mation of the Tri-State Southwestern
OllStrated more than average ability at
BIL L RIO~DAN
1 ty to take the hall away from a man
form in practice.
Athletic Conference, namely, New Mexboth posit,i,;ns. Alvin always plays a
Although knowu, chtcfly as a. foot-~ without getting tied up. Many times a
The Lobos have been minus a good ico Aggies, New Mexico State, Adfast, an<) for his. weight, an extremely ball player, Bi:l Rwrdan a!so slmgs .a Mhter forward would work up the floor
sprinter since Bill Hale graduated, but zona, Texas :Miners and New Mexico
mean basketball on oc~aswn. He , lS only to come to a halt and find "Iggie"
hard game.
it looks as if they had someone to fill Miners, and would decide the undisplaying his fir, t year wtth the Varsity or "\Vamp'' iu possession of the ball,
. JIMMY TULLY
his shoes at last. "Barvey" Oldfield, a puted championship ol the Southwest on
Jimmy Tully comes from Tularosa squad.
This game leaves the Lobos with only new man from Oklahonta, is turning in track and field.
STAI-LEY STUBBS
two more games to be played. The AgBigh, where he was last year an all·
some pretty fast time in practice and
Stanlcy Stul·llS is an Albuquerque gies will be entertained here Friday and
state guard. His regular position in
it is reported that he is good {or at
the Lobo lineup is running guard, High School pl'tJduct, He is playing his Saturday nights.
least 10 115 seconds in the century.
A CORRECTION
where he has played in a number of first year with the Lobos, at the cenArt Brown, Lobo miter, has been
ter
and
forwar,l
positions.
(Continued on Page 4)
games.
training faithfully since fall and is in
In an editorial published in the
the pink of condition. It wouldn't surLobo under date of February 5, en; - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . prise local dopesters to see Art turn
titled "The Oil Situation," due to a
INDIV'IDUiL LOBO
in a mile in less than 4:40 this year.
typographical error, eleven words of
SCORING RECORDS
The Arizona meet will be at Tucson
the proposed constitutional amend!
this year and the track team will be
ment were omitted. The phrase
After dt•opping their first game of 1
j
Gms. Pts. Ave, accompanied by a tennis team when reading "-for which said lands
Playet·
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LOBO FIVE MEETS STRONG
AGGIE TEAM IN TWO GAME
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The Chicken Coop
A fresh young fellow, who was driving a coupe, hung out the following
sign on the rear of his car: "Lost and
Straying Chickens, Here's a Welcome
Coupe."-Am. Mutual Magazine.
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Albuquerqu~, New Mexico, Ftiday,February 26, 1926
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TEAMWO~K

Doesn't
thrilltell us the man you are.
For there's no lone hand it1 the game
we play,
We must work to a bigger scheme,
And the thing that counts in the world
today
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Victories From Farmers Friday and Saturday
Nights Will Mean a Second Southwestern Championship for the Cherry and Silver.

.

"It's all very well to have courage and
skill,
.
And it's fine to be counted a star,
But the single deed with its touch of
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Boulder, Colo.-Twenty-six students
of the University of Colorado returnM
to classes after a very unpleasant week
end, which followed a b~eakfast in the
Pi Beta Phi Sorority House.
The breakfast was conducted for
guests of the sorority at the University's junior prom. The menu included
mushrooms and by Saturday afternoon
all of the 26 who had attended were ill.
-Tribune.
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COLORADO STUDENTS
MUSHROOM POISONED
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'LOBO"S BATTLE AGGIES

Phone 197

The A D Phi's who seemed to yon
So lovable and fine,
LEGS AND MORALS MORE
asylum?"
IN EVIDENCE, SAYS POET Have proved a disappointment, too,
"No, how?"
For they only handed you a line.
"They ring dumb·bells, of course."Chicago, IlL-There's nothing much
Exchange.
wrong with the modern girl except that The Phi Mu's were so very nice,
You knew your choice was wise.
her legs and her 1 morals a.re more evi1
But now you see at what a price
dent than her grandmother's were,
B. Milner
Miss A. P. MUner
But in voicing the opinion, Louis UnYou swallowed all their lies.
termyer, the poet, was not e)<actly tossPHOTOGRAPHERS
y0 ur soul
ing cloudy insinuations at the fair sex. The Chi Omega's stirred
,
Friendship's Perfect Gift
With their convincing chatter
"It is just that the girl of today is
YOUR Photograph
more candid," he said tempering his About tl;e number on their chapter roll
Phone 923
313Y. W. Central
As if quantity could matter.
generality,
"She looks up011 ignorance as unnecessary.· She wants to know things for The Alpha Chi's raved on at length
About the wealth they claim;
her own protection. She doesn't want
to die guessing, Of course, prohibition You joined them just upon the strength
Of joining in the same.
to some extent has broken down moral
None But Expert
inhibitions but as far as I can see there
Hair Cutters Employed
Di~illusioned, yes, 'tis sad,
is no tendency toward promiscuity."
106 §. Second Street
But what of those who pledged you?
The poet was in Chicago to speak before the Abraham Lincoln Center.- Are they s,till just as truly glad
As on the day they bid you?
Tribune.
-Anonymous.
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The Kappas that you thot so sweet
Are sadly chimged, yon say,
Their masquerade was quite complete, .
But that is gone today,
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Poets Corner

The Beauty Contest has started.
Those nominated for beauty are Miss
Margaret White, Miss Moynelle Stevenson and Miss Angia Rose Hendricks,
Captain: What are you scratching
Candidates for popularity are Miss
your
head for, Rufus?
EXPERT HAIR BOBBING
Mary Brown, Miss Helen Stansifer and
Colored
Private: Aw, sah, i got
Miss Jerry DuBois.
arifmatic
bugs
in my hair, sah.
Shingle, Pineapple, Boyish
What
are arithmetic bugs?
Captain:
The persons elected in the Beautyand Valentino .
C.
P.:
Dat's
cooties.
Popularity Contest will be making his·
Captain: Why do you call them
tory for U. N. M. Their pictures will
107 West Central
arithmetic bugs?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 'we
appear in New York papers. However,
C. P.: 'Cause dey add to my misery,
have heard it said that the woman
dey
subtract from my pleasure, dey diis like the nation; she who makes the
vide
my attention, and dey multiply like
FOR
'least history is happiest,
de dickens.
Reading the fashion notes, we find
that Mrs. Henry Ford carries a muff.
Shure!
Red, White and Blue Mints
Perhaps she couldn't get a "pet mon"Mike,
how did the accident
Boss:
Ikey" to ride in her husband's car.
Red, White and Blue Bricks
happen?"
)
~
Salted Almonds
Mike: "\Veil, boss, ye see, 'twas like
A new fabric, Romanesque, is being this. I was drivin' me truck up State
. used in two piece costumes. \Vc won· street, when I had to stop suddenly,
i der if the college isn't exactly in style. and a fellow in a big Packard crashed
into the rear end of me truck. Shure it
Have you bought that new bathing didn't hurt his machine very much, but
318 W. Central
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i suit?
No, it isn't too near summer to he jumped off, ran up to me, and shakin'
get one.
his fhist said, 'Hey you little Harp, why
didn't you put out your hand?' Put out
"Cape frocks arc Fashion's latest me hand, says I? ye dang fool, if ye
contribution to the mode," says Style, couldn't see the truck, bow the devil
SOFT WATER
\'Vc have seen them before-we mean could ye see me hand?"
i behind.
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